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alumni, faculty and staff take
the time to celebrate A&T's her-
A major part ofhomecoming
is recognizing and remembering
howA&T was started. It is a joy
Convocation.
"The sun continues to shine
on A&.T," said Chancellor
Renick at the opening of this
year's Founder's Day
One of the night's biggest sur
prises came from C. Nelson
Harris the mayor ofRoanoke, Va.
Although Harris was not there,
Joseph C. Miller the former prin-
cipal of William Fleming High
School, announced that Oct.13
was named Anisah Rasheed Day
in the city ofRoanoke.
the coronation is over, she can
Rasheed said that now that
begin to concentrate on getting
more involved in the community
and working with the students
here at A&T.
"We put a lot ofwork into it,
and I am so proud ofeveryone
who helped put it together,"
Rasheed said
"She is an inspiration," said
during the ceremony.
Sheena Monroe, a senior psychol-
ogy major, about Rasheed.
Queens and kings for various
departments, organizations, and
class offices were also introduced
Roanoke's news stations were a
few of those that honored her in
the presentation
sports anchor from one of
together by her parents. Her bas-
ketball coach, principal, and a
PowerPoint presentation put
After Rasheed gave her speech
she was surprised with a
about the coronation ceremony.
"Itwas above and beyond
whatI expected," Rasheed said
because she wanted to get
involved, and she knew that she
could make a difference.
Rasheed gave a speech after she
was crowned. She said she knew
her speech had to come straight
from the heart. Rasheed said she
wanted to become Miss A&T
junior nursing major.
queen," said Cathy Richards, a
"She looked beautiful, and her
entrance was very fitting for a
laughed and applauded
stage as Uche Byrd, former Mr.
A&T, sang "She's Your Queen
To Be" from the movie Coming
to America. The audience
Rasheed's family members and
friends came to salute her. The
night began with "The Lords
Prayer" recited by Rev. Chance
Lynch who is a senior English
major, followed by "Al-Faitha,"
which was recited by Correlli
Rasheed, Miss NC A&T's father.
The program was hosted by sen-
ior political science major
Raschaad Hoggard
"It was a privilege to mc the
2005 coronation as we intro-
duced the university's ambassa-
dor who will reign with dignity
and authority," Hoggard said.
Miss A&T for the 2004-05
school year was Latiera Streeter.
She took her final walkthat
Enterprise Series
After college, Rasheed has
many different goals. She said she
would like to become a recruiter
for HBCUs and a motivational
speaker for the youth. She would
also like to franchise her clown
business
Homecoming 200
evening.
Rasheed was carried to center1994. They provided skits, animal
Rasheed along with her two sis-
ters started their own clown busi-
ness called Sister Clowns in
attended William Fleming High
School. She played four sports
was a scholar and entrepreneur
during her high school career.
Rasheed is a senior marketing
major from Roanoke, Va. She
Anisah Rasheed was elected
Miss A&T on March 23.
Technical State University
Miss A&T serves as the official
female representative of the stu-
dent body. She familiarizes her-
selfwith university policies, pro-
cedures and history. Miss A&T
has to have a flexible schedule to
speak to campus and community
groups. She must reside on cam-
pus during her reign.
Carolina Agricultural &
Oct.13 marked the annual
coronation of Miss North
Since attending A&T, Rasheed
has held the title of Miss
Freshman, Miss Students in Free
Enterprise and sophomore class
president. She was also the first
student speaker for the Aggie
Rasheed has received numer-
ous awards including One of the
50 most inspiring African
Americans by Essence magazine,
Kidpreneur ofthe Year by Black
Enterprise Magazine. She was
also chosen as Youth Leader by
the Roanoke Chapter of the
NAACR She has also made
appearances on the Ananda
Lewis Show, John Walsh Show,
Today Show and BET Nightly
News.
occasions
speaker at the Founder's Day cel-
ebration. This made him the
first student ever to speak at the
President, was the keynote
Justin Ramey, the SGA
A&T started with fourteen
acres ofland and $11,000 from
the city of Greensboro. Since
then, the campus has increased
in size as well as population.
College.
Agricultural and Technical
blacks. On March 9, 1891, the
state established A&M College
for the colored races. It was not
until 1915, that the legislature
changed the name to
A&T started as a program at
Shaw University to cater to
where," said Velma Speight-
Buford, the chairperson for the
Board of Trustees.
when you finally get some-
you are going or what to do for
anyone besides yourself if and
it took you to get where you are
now, you will never know where
"If you do notknow where
you came from and the struggle
itage
Throughout his speech he
encouraged the black communi-
ty not to become "complacent
and content" with where they
are now. He constantly remind-
ed the audience oftheir ances-
speech
my generation in the strength of
youth; the youth that listens to
the learning tradition and gain-
ing the knowledge and wisdom
ofour ancestors, both past and
present," Ramey said in his
"I come to you on behalf of
convocation
DeLores Todd, the athletic
director, acknowledged athletes
and their achievements during
the celebration.
respect and great tradition," she
said.
"Our university was founded
on the principles of academic
excellence, scholarship, self-
audience
The program was filled with
influential Aggies. Miss A&T
Anisah Rasheed greeted the
tors.
Ramey referenced famous
Aggies such as the Greensboro
Four and Ronald McNair. He
said that Aggies have the power
to do anything possible.
Alumni career fair hits A&T for first time
ByTiffany Mallory
Contributor
together to discuss career oppor-
tunities," said Cynthia Downing,
the assistant director for career
recruiting companies to get
"The purpose of the alumni
career fair is to provide an oppor-
tunity for graduates of A&.T and
career fair.
The Offices of Alumni Affairs
and Career Services partnered to
organize the first annual alumni
Davis also explained that all
alumni who are seeking a new
career or career change could
look on the Offices of Career
Services and Alumni Affairs Web
sites to find available job posi-
tions and to submitresumes.
"The reason whywe decided to
have it here is because this is our
headquarters hotel for our alum-
ni and friends," Davis said.
Davis believes that thaving the
career fair in the Joseph S. Koury
Convention Center in the
Sheraton Hotel at Four Seasons.
years
about the kind of graduate they
wanted, those that have been out
of school between five and seven
"They're seeking our graduates
and they really were specific
Even though the companies
were few in number, it gave alum-
ni the opportunity to network.
force," Davis said
and get them into their compa-
nies to be apart of their work-
today is simply that corporations
came to us to find out how they
can interface with our alumni
Businesses that participated in
the career fair were Intel, General
Mills, GE Healthcare, Cook
Endoscopy and Exelon.
counseling programs
"This is the first time we have
had the career fair, and we are
trying to provide that venue for
graduates because you do have
some graduates that are looking
at changing positions or who
maybe unemployed at the time
and there are companies out
there who do have these posi-
tions," she said
annual event.
Downing explained that the
offices ofAlumni Affairs and
Career Services are planning to
make the Alumni Career Fair an
"This event was actually a
"brain-child" of Harriet Davis
who is the director of alumni
affairs," she said.
"I knew that several of our
alum had been down sized from
their job, and I often talk to
alums who want to change
careers but I guess the number
one reason that we're doing thisalumni career fair.
Downing explained how both
offices partnered to plan the
don't have to put everyone in
vocational programs; direct hire
have experience, they can be put
into positions and use their skills
effectively," Maxwell said.
"It gives us direct hire so we
for hire
them a wonderful opportunity
management assistant represent-
ing General Mills, believes that
the Alumni Career Fair gives
Iman Maxwell, the operations
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Rasheed crowned at coronation University
recognizes
foundersAfter her two sisters ventured
into other careers, Rasheed took
over as the CEO. She hired
employees and began making
between $50 to $100 per hour
while entertaining children at
birthday parties and other special
balloons and face paintings for
children.
By Kia Goosby
Contributor
ous occasion when students,
No one will do for you whatyou
need to do for yourself. We
(African-Americans) have a histo-
ry of that."
Other speakers included Mel
Watts of the Congressional Black
Caucus; Tavis Smiley; Dr. Cornel
West; Rev. Jesse Jackson ofthe
Rainbow PUSH Coalition; Rev.
Al Sharpton; Marion Berry, a
D.C. city councilman and former
mayor; Susan Taylor, the editorial
director of Essence magazine,;
Dr. Malik Zulu Shabazz, the pres-
ident of the New Black Panther
Party; and others.
"We're here today at the begin-
ning ofthe 21st century to lay
out a plan," Sharpton said. "We
did not come here for fun. Our
people are in too much trouble.
We come here to gas up for a
long struggle that will deal with
the empowerment and liberation
of our people all over the world."
Voices of the music community
included Russell Simmons,
WyclefJean, Erykah Badu, India
Arie, Chuck D, Doug E. Fresh,
Jadakiss, the Shikenah Glory
Hundreds of thousands of peo-
ple gathered at the Capitol for
the. Millions More Movement on
Saturday.
The event, which served as the
10-yearcommemoration ofthe
Million Man March, began at 9
a.m. and lasted throughout the
remainder of the day.
It consisted of various speakers
who addressed important issues
of the black community, includ-
ing economic development,
unity, spiritual values, repara-
tions, health, the prison industri-
al complex, political power, edu-
cation and cultural development.
"The most important thing
that has never happened in our
history has happened today," said
MinisterLouis Farrakhan, leader
of the Nation of Islam, during
his speech, "and that is that we
have seen an unprecedented
number of black leaders of organ-
izations coming together to speak
to America and the world with Clockwise: Mark McKinley, Autumn Banks, Bryan Johnson, David Street, James
Perry, Jameya Porter, Brandon Clark, Rachel Wilson, Tory Graham, Danielle
Koon, Leo Breckenridge, Chanita Robinson, Shaia Belt, and history club advisor
Bryon Turmon's children were among those who rode to the Millions More
Movement on the bus from A&T.
orgamza-
PHOTOBY JAMES PERRY
and groups of other states...and
to see a sea of black people for
myself. I wasn't necessarily there
for the speeches."
James Perry, a sophomore
nursing major, agreed.
"Even more than just giving
speeches, itwas important for
people to get together and see
that they can do that," Perry said.
"Even after all that has gone on
already this year, we are still able
to come together."
Perry attended the original
'95 event.
"I was mainly just going to see
if it would be the same energy,"
he said. "If not just the men (this
time), but the whole family
would show up. The first time, it
was all black men together in
brotherhood, and this time, it
was justall family - the love was
still there (this time). We just
need torealize that - don't go
home and go. back to shooting ■
each other." ■
Ronita Hodges, a junior mar-
keting major, said she enjoyed
the performances and speeches
from people of different back-
grounds.
"The indigenous people, the
sista's from Compton - everyonehad their different points of
view...and of course, seeing
Minister Farrakhan. As a whole,
every part was important."
Hodges admits that she didn't
expect the high level ofparticipa-
tion ofthe hip-hop community.
"They showed that they care
about the movement, too,"
Hodges said, "Not just their
music. (They showed that) they
care about what's going on in the
rest of the world."
Hodges and Wesley Morris, a
junior history major, both spoke
on how little media coverage the
Among them were Hybeen
Beverly of Philadelphia, Gloria
Branson ofSt. Louis, and Phyllis
Lewis of Boston.
"I'm not a real political per-
son," said Beverly, who was only
13 at the time of the first March,
"but I wanted to see what it was
like because I want to make a
change."
"We are here to represent for
Black women and our struggle.
Ifwe succeed in changing the
minds of 10 people, then thiswill
be a success," Branson said.
Perry feels hopeful of the out-
come of this event.
"It just depends on whatpeo-
ple decide to do this time," he
said. "At the last march, people
were all excited about coming
together, and they went home
and did things for a few months,
and it was just a passive fad, I
guess. But with differentorgani-
zations on board, it might last
this time."
fie continued, "I think hav-
ing the Native Americans and the
differentradical and militant
organizations this time will make
a difference.
"And of course I think having
the Aggies there will make a dif-
ference. I think itwas important
for us as students to be there -that's what this school's about:
activism," he said. "Maybe it'll
start here in this community
because that's what A&T is
known for - being active."
"If there's a million, or less or
more, the meaning of this day is
not today," Farrakhan said. "The
meaning of this day will be deter-
mined by what we do tomorrow
to create a movement - a real
movement among our people."
To see .footage of the Millions
More Movement, please visit
www.c-span.org.
Morris said.
Morris also said that if noth-
ing else, consciousness should be
taken away from the event.
"(People) should be awak-
ened," he, said. "There are certain
things that we aren't conscious
and aware of. Life, we may be
okay, ourselves, but our brothers
and sisters may not be okay. We
should really be awake now."
Bass only wishes more Aggies
would have attended the event.
"I was looking for Chancellor
Renick," he said.
He and Perry also spoke on
how much they enjoyed Wyclet
Jean's performance.
"His performance was the
brightest spot for me because of
the energy he brought to the
stage," Bass said. "He represented
and talked about the struggle,
and the best part was when every-
one raised the red, black and
green flag (during his perform-
ance). He promoted pride. -That
was a hell of a performance, and
I don't think itcould've been
done better by anyone else."
■ Perry spoke on how he also
favored Shabazz's speech.
"Even though he didn't speak
for long, he said what 1 hoped he
would say," said Perry. "He stated
the organization's political plat-
form, as far as their opinions
about (President) Bush and the
government. It's a voice we
haven't really heard, as far as
standing up."
In addition to A&T, students
from other North Carolina
schools such as North Carolina
Central University, Winston-
Salem State University, East
Carolina University, North
Carolina StateUniversity, Duke
University and UNC-Chapel Hill
also were present.
■ one voice.
■ He continued, "This has
never happened in our history -
thatour whole spectrum of Black
thought was represented here on
stage in front of the Capitol of
the United States of America.
This tells us that a new day is
dawning in America and the
world, starting with the unity of
the dry bones in the valley. This
is more than a moment in time."
Dorothy Height, executive
committee chairperson of the
National Council ofNegro
Women, said, "We have to use
this time to stand together and
learn how to work together. One
of the things we can do as we go
home is to carry the message that
the Millions More Movement is
about our work-
ing together. Mb
Network, at th<
event. .
that we ;
babies, v
adopted
oners, w
joined
organiza
tions,
and
black-
on-black
crime
Hop SummitAction
Choir, Brenda Jackson, the New jjt
Generation Choir, J.Boog and Hp
Suacl El-Amin.
"Remember what hap-
pened after the first march," jHH
said Simmons, the chairman 311
and co-founder of the Hip- .^Mfe
ourselves. It's now time to real-
ize that you are the ones with
power to'change this world.
The work starts tomorrow.''
The younger generations
also attended the event in
great numbers, including
iupior business education
major, Chris Bass
(Amari X)
"(The Millions
More Movement)
represented
unity and net-
working,"
Bass said. "I
was there
solely to
A man waves the Flag of Islam on the National Mall as multiple speakers
addresses the masses.
Aside from theAggies and
students of the previously mer
tioned schools, many others fr
all across the country also trav
eled to be
there.
with other
network
event received before and after
"This was probably the mos
underground thing that I've
seen that has had
such big results,"
tlOIl:
By Jameya Porter
Online Editor
Minns Mint.Eowjnrnit
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went down.
Simmons continued,'
"Remember the power of the
words of (Minister Farrakhan)
then. Remember the change in
our community in 2000, and I
want you toknow that the move-
ment that we are reaffirming
today will last forever."
R&.B artist and social activist
Badu said, "1 didn't come this
afternoon to perform. I came rep-
resenting all the mothers...all the
fathers...the sisters, the brothers,
the children...the new world. Our
thinking has become very pro-
gressive, so it's time to leave the
old ways behind."
Badu continued, "We forget
that we have the power of
thought and word, and this will
propel us into the new world.
I'm not gonna stand here and ask
for reparations - I'll be waiting
another 400 years. I want for you
and for me to stand in direct
opposition against oppression,
negativity. We've been in a spiri-
tual warfare for thousands of
years - thousands of years with
To the readers don't get
offended by what I say, it's mere-
ly an opinion of mine. And if
it's not received well by some of
you...in the immortal words of
Silkk the Shocker,
Although I did get some good
gossip while I was backstage and
met all the performers, it still
wasn't enough to say, "This is a
homecoming toremember!"
I guess because I'm an old
head, I'm used to a week packed
with activities and anticipation.
The fact that the alumni concert
and step show was on the same
night and at the same venue,
was beyond me. But ifmy mem-
ory serves me correctly itwas
usually
Tuesday- Comedy Show
Wednesday - Coronation
Thursday - Fashion show
Friday -Step Show
Saturday - Concert
Maybe that's just me. Oh
yeah, what happened to our
comedy show? I guess Diddy is
the official A&T homecoming
comedy show sponsor now. Or
is he? I Guess there's nothing
wrong with change. But when
change warrants confusion is
when I, along with most of the
studentbody, have a problem.
Let's just say that, for me,
Homecoming 2005 was a bust.
And I'm glad that I won't be
here next fall, because from the
looks of things, its not gonna get
any better.
fakeness and smoking of Miss
Eva the Diva, it was still an excit-
ing night. Performing to a sold
out audience is always fun.
Other than the fashion show,
the highlight ofmy week was the
concert, and even that could've
been better. If it wasn't for the
networking that I didbackstage,
I would have loved to have
Family Guy.
stayed at home and watched
During some general conversa-
tion with the performers back-
stage, they felt like the crowd
could have given a better
From the performers perspec-
tive, the Greensboro crowd was-
n't as responsive as they thought
they would have been.
it was to no avail. Half-way
through T.I.'s performance peo-
ple started to leave. Guess the
King can't reign forever.
"...ooooooooooohhh, It aint my
fault!"
The show in itselfwas good. It
was better than summer jam. Yet,
the show next year is going to
have to do a lot to top the head-
liners from this year.
With all the road managers,
performers, groupies, grills, dia-
monds, shades and little people
such as myself, the Greensboro
Coliseum was the "it" place to
be.
response.
But, if they didntknow, this is
A&T. They were lucky to get the
response they did. We are a
tough crowd.
Yet with the help of her four
dancers, she was the most ener-
getic performer of the night.
Dancer Korey Fitzhugh said
that the crowd was feeling Ciara,
but was leaning more towards the
rap portion of the show.
"It was straight. We ended our
set early because she could tell
that the crowd was getting rest-
less. We did our thing; we had
good energy and so did the
crowd," Fitzhugh said, "we didn't
want to wear out our welcome."
Singing her signature songs,
"1, 2 Step" and "Goodies",
amongst other vignettes from her
album. She also danceddanced
to various other artists' songs
became restless until the most
After her performance, with no
host to speak of, the crowd
awaited performer of the night
took the stage- everybody's
favorite trapper, Young Jeezy.
The stage was strewn with fake
snow and a hug inflatable snow-
man. From the first word to the
last, Jeezykept the crowd's atten-
tion and had the night's previous
Lil' John had the best stage
presence ofall the performers.
His backdrop consisted ofa huge
likeness ofhimself, that moved
up and down with the bass with-
in the song. It was omplete with
dreads and a gold grill.
The overall response of the par-
ticipants was "he stole the show
with that backdrop."
Lil' John and T.I. performed
some oftheirmost recent singles
and mostpopular past ones, but
Being the illusive guy that he
is, as quickly as he was onstage,
he was off and headed to the
afterparty at the Venue
The last two performers, T.I
and Lil' John, to my surprise,
received a little less than welcome
audience response. After Jeezy,
most ofthe crowd left, to prepare
for the afterparty. Sad to say, but
it's true
did, and it in turn made his per-
formance one of the better of the
performers on the sidelines rock-
ing to his flow. The crowd sung
along with every song that he
night.
Ciara a. k .a. Miss Goodies
gave a greatperformance. With a
not so great response from the
crowd, Ciara had her work cut
out for her.
"For the crowd riot to have
known a lot of the songs that
were being performed, they did
good keeping up the morale,"
Rogers said, "because audience
participation does make a differ-
ence in the performance."
After the Texas boys' perform-
ances the "Hustle" portion of the
show began
They then broke into perform-
ances of their well known singles
And some that weren't so well
known. The crowd seemed
responsive to them, but if you
weren't familiar with either of
their albums, you we're probably
one of the many sitting down.
Mister Rogers.Boss Hog
Outlaws deejay, said that the
crowd was semi-responsive to the
performance
car that was on stage. Together
they performed their signature
song "StillTippin." '
A&T First StopCollege Tour:Essence
"Ay slim! You comin' over
That was what I heard when I
stepped into the participants'
here and take my picture?"
entrance of the Greensboro
Coliseum on Oct 15
When I turned, I was shocked
to see none other than the 6-foot-
6 frame of Houston hot-boy and
Neptune's protege, Slim Thug.
My homecoming had officially
begun at that moment.
The backstage atmosphere was
calm yet exciting. Being around
famous people, you don't want to
be a groupie but you have to do
your job. Lucky for me these guys
were the southern gentlemen
that they were raised to be.
No egos, big heads or other
bodyparts were exposed.
The "Flow," or as we know
them, Slim Thug, Paul Wall and
Mike Jones, started out the show
by coming from the hood of a
By: Michele Matthews
Contributor
a part of the event.
"This is our first year with the
tour. Essence is one of the pre-
mierAfrican American maga-
zines. It's also one of the largest
female magazines in the country.
We thought that Essence would
be a good vehicle to present our
message and our product to the
African American community
here in Greensboro and at this
university," said Brian Evans, an
account executive ofSpike DDB
and Frito Lay/Lays representa-
With gospel performers from
all over the state including the
A&T Fellowship Gospel Choir,
this year's GospelFest catered to
people of all ages. Older people
were enthralled in the musical
"...there are a lot of Christians
on A&T's campus that weren't
ashamed to come out to support
(the eventand their belief in)
Jesus...it was nice to see," said
Warren Hawkins, a senior special
education major.
Patrons of the event showed
overwhelming enthusiasm and
were passionate as they sang
Christian praises.
The Student Government
Association (SGA) kicked off this
year's homecoming festivities on
Oct. 9 with the Essence College
Tour and Gospel Fest.
Due to the clay's damp and
dreary weather, the event was
moved to Corbett Sports Center
from Barber Park.
A&T was the first stop on this
year's tour; it was the kickoff
event
"We've had nothing but the
warm welcome here, that south-
ern hospitality shows through,"
Evans said.
"I really liked the guy with the
poem. (I liked) his delivery
because everybody else just said
what makes them smile; he said
what makes him smile, but he
said it in a more creative way,"
said Virgil Givens, a junior crimi-
nal justice major.
The winners of the competi-
tion were chosen by the sponsor
representatives of the tour.
However, the grand prize winner,
an older man called 'Blues,'
elicited the best response from
the crowd
grand prize winnerreceived a
$ 100 gift certificate and an iPod
Shuffle.
five
In between gospel performanc-
es, the college tour hosted a spo-
ken word contest. There were
three winners and each winner
received a prize package from
Essence
The third place winner
received a $50 gift certificate and
"The Collected Poems of Maya
Angelou." The second place win-
ner received a $75 gift certificate
and Cross pen. Both of these
prize packages also came with
leather bound journals.The
The musical performances took
place in the midst of a fair of
sorts. There were booths set up
by the sponsor companies
throughout the gymnasium.
to enjoy complimentary hair
color consultations, makeovers
and mini-manicures. Patrons also
received small gift bags from each
These booths allowed patrons
"I think that this is a very good
thing especially because not only
is it the Essence College Tour,
but it's geared towards the
Christian groups.-It is kind of
putting the gospel theme into
something for everybody,"said
secular things...it's meshing the
two things together so, there's
Raeisha Warren, a junior biology
major and member ofthe A&T
choir.
selections performed
Young children were awe struck
by the games, activities and give-a-
ways sponsored by the Essence
College Tour, while A&T stu-
dents enjoyed both the tour and
the gospel concert.
"We want to interactwith our
audience. At the same time, we
want to reach out to our advertis-
ers. They are the ones who make
it possible for us to bring all of
this to the tour so, they also want
to reach out and connect with
you as well," Wynne said.
The college tour had a wide
array of sponsors. The senior
sponsors were Frito Lay, Feria
and Soft Sheen Carson hair
products. The American Red
Cross, KeraCare, Akademiks and
a few other companies also
helped to sponsor the event.
These companies sought to
reach out to the black-college
demographic. The sponsor repre-
sentatives were very excited to be
sponsors' booth.
According to Sharon Wynne,
the senior special events manager
for Essence magazine, this is the
sixth year the Essence College
Tour has been running.
She said that the purpose of
the tour is to bring the pages of
the magazine to life.
By CandraWhitley
Arts and Entertainment Editor
W<W <Ma tit lfaU% v*... Hustle and Flow:
Atlanta's hustle and Texas' flow hits the "boro"
PHOTOS BY MIKE MCCRAYAND CANDRAWHITLEY
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Lil' John, T.I., Slim Thug, Paul Wall, and Mike Jones pose backstage for the cameras at the Hustle and Flow tour. Thousands of fans
filled the coliseum.
Concert Review
By Candra Whitley
Arts and Entertainment Editor
scene, models rolled dice to
The first scene of the evening
belonged to Couture where they
began to play a game of
groups. Couture and Verge inter-
acted with the audience in differ-
ent scenes of their shows.
Audience participation was a
big aspect of both modeling
"I'm used to fashion shows
being straight runway," Pigford
said. "I really enjoyed the produc-
tion and the way the groups per-
formed their scenes."
Pigford said that the fashion
scenes were a first for her, but
she enjoyed the enthusiasm of
the participants.
"Since Couture was scheduled
to host this year's fashion show,
we invited Verge to join us," he
said.
ence
"This is something that the
people have wanted for a long
time," said Newton Dennis, the
chief of stafffor Couture.
were provided by one of A&T's
own, MinnieRobertson of
Antonovich Furs.
Robertson said. "I think this is a
good opportunity to give back to
my school."
"I felt honored to be here and
giving back to my alma mater,"
"I thought the show was
absolutely great," Pigford said.
"The production was beautiful.''swim suits for the fall season.
The furs worn in the show
modeled in the previous scenes
For the show's finale, Couture
and Verge models came together
to give the crowd a true fashion
show. Models walked down the
runway in the latest furs and
The final scene exhibited "fash-
ion fusion." The models walked
the runway in outfits that were a
collaboration of all the outfits
Verge began with a burlesque
theme. The ladies ofVerge
definition of "fashion fusion."
During the second half ofthe
show, Verge used different mate-
rials and colors to form exotic
outfits to show the audience their
■ Demons later emerged from
the audience, taking control of
the mermaids to show a darker
side of the ocean - Devil's Cove
in the fairytale world of Atlantis
grungy outfits
scene showed that the junkyard
life can be fashionable in there
The third scene opened with
the models imitating a rock band-
beating on trash cans and playing
the guitar. The models in this
appeared on the runway dressed
in shorts, bustiers and fishnets.
In the next scene, the males came
out dressed in suit jackets, jeans
and hats that had a "jazz" look.
the winners are...And
By Stancheka Boone
Features Editor
across the stage without- letting
stepped to the cadences and per-
formed acrobatics. They hooked
onto one another and'rolled
scenes from the movie
"Drumline" featuring drummers
from A&T's Cold Steele drum
line. The fraternity members
Omega Psi Phi performed
video.
on the stage and they also did
dances from the "Thriller" music
tion
The step show was hosted by
the U.S. Army, who participated
in. the show, but not the competi-
The majority of the fraternities
and sororities did not care that
the Army All-Star Step Team
mimicked their groups. Omega
Psi Phi member Brooks Shands
disagreed with the Army's per-
formance
you're going to do something like
that, you can at least ask first,"
Shands said.
"It was a major sign of disre-
spect. They walked off to 'Atomic
Dog' and that's our thing. If
The Army All-Star Step Team
performed snippets of known
steps done by fraternities and
sororities, such as using canes
and posing like Kappa Alpha Psi
members
In Kappa Alpha Psi's perform-
ance, Stephon Chaney played
Michael Jackson, wearing his sig-
nature red leather jacket. He was
on a date with Miss 1911, Mary
McKnight, when he started trans-
forming into a werewolf. Corpses
then began coming out of caskets
about four fraternity members
who died in a car accident. The
next scene showed those same
members crawling on stage from
the dead. They proceeded with
doing many ofthe dances from
the "Thriller" music video.
Michael Jackson's "Thriller."
In Alpha Phi Alpha's perform-
ance, they started with a skit
"I'm glad we won. We put a lot
of work into it," Jackson said.
Alpha Phi Alpha and Kappa
Alpha Psi both interpreted
Kathryn Jackson said they
worked on their show for the
whole semester.
Alpha Kappa Alpha members
acted as Asian fighters with white
face make-up and performed a
scene from the movie "Kill Bill."
Alpha Kappa Alpha member
programs going," Hammie said.
probably use it to keep Sigma
"We are putting it (the prize
money) toward the chapter; and
we'll donate a lot of it. We'll
ning'first place
Phi Beta Sigma President
Damian Hammie said that he
was extremely excited about win-
The scene featured A.J. James
as Charlie Murphy telling a story
about a time he saw Prince,
played by Sean Johnson, fight
with Rick James, played by
Rashad Beard.
$1,000.
Phi Beta Sigmare-enacted a
scene from the popular television
program, "The Chappelle's
Show."
dance and step
The theme of Sigma Gamma
Rho's performance was "Poodles
Sanitation Workx." During their
act, the sorority members acted
as janitors who were being scold-
ed for slacking offthe job to
pants and high-heels to step.
Zeta Phi Beta members per-
formed to a Latin theme. They
danced in long white skirts and
later stripped down to black
third place winners received
winners received $2,000 and
received $3,000, second place
Fraternity Inc. placed fourth.
National Pan-Hellenic Council
President Armond Burton said
that the first place winners
Gamma Rho Sorority Inc. placed
third; and Omega Psi Phi
Alpha Phi Alpha Fraternity
Inc. and Zeta Phi Beta Sorority
Inc. placed second; Kappa Alpha
Psi Fraternity Inc. and Sigma
Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc.
and Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority
Inc. won first place in the show.
In accordance with homecom-
ing tradition, A&T's sororities
and fraternities competed in a
step show for money and brag-
ging rights for the year.
blouses, and flowing dresses
inrich patterns with an eth-
nic feel work for fall when
paired with tweed or flannel
trousers, patterned hose and
shiny leather boots.
If you're justnot ready to
give up your summery, eth-
nic-print tops, fall's news is
good: These prints are still
hot! Tunics, bell-sleeved
Ethnic Prints:
pants
cuts. Try a cozy cowl-neck
sweater or tunic over slim
What makes this year's knits
different from other years' is
the silhouette: today, knits
look most modern and styl-
ish in oversized, slouchy
Knits make a comeback
this fall, as they usually do
when the weather cools.
The Cozy Sweater:
metallic leather jacket for
daytime. Go for arich shade
on metallic pieces, such as
emerald green orbronze.
onto the clothes themselves.
Designers showed 'sos-style
dresses in metallic brocades
and patterns; you can also
try out the trend with a
Accessories have been a
big part of the metallic trend
this year; for fall, the shine
and shimmer spills over
Metallics:
skirts, orflared skirts with a
ruffle-style hem. Ilove the
way the skirt suit looks in a
substantial fabric like flan-
nel or tweed.
have your pick between full
circle skirts, slim pencil
For a feminine feeling,
pick up a skirt suit for fall.
Jackets are either boxy and
hit above the hip or seamed
and curvy. For skirts, you
The Skirt Suit:
your closet.
belts are essential. Choose
your belted coatin anyfab-
ric, from nubby houndstooth
to smooth gray flannel.
Trick: to get new looks out
ofyour coat, take offthe belt
that came with it and swap
in contrasting belts from
ankle-grazing coator one
that stops justat the knee,
go for a fuller silhouette, so
the bottom half has a little
swing. One key element: A
belt. Whether it's tailored
with buttons and buckles, or
it's slouchy and relaxed,
Coats are big news for fall
Whether you choose an
The Belted Coat:
The Streets are Watching!
What's Next!! ■ ■ II I J mEva hosts a coiaboration
By Alexis Mason
Contributor
PHOTO BY STANCHEKA BOONE
done. Let's see who is up to
thechallenge.
Not every lady on campus
is ready for these trends, but
for the ones who are, get it
poppin'. I've seen the fash-
ion potential around campus
and I know that it can be
vide the ultimate fashion experi-
2004 America's NextTop
Model winner, Eva Pigford, co-
hosted the show with Mitchell
McCraw, Verge alumnus. The
two groups came together to pro-
This year's homecoming
marked a new day for fashion on
A&T's campus. Couture
Productions and Verge Modeling
Troupe performed together for
the first timeat Carolina Theatre
on Oct. 12.
favorite newtrends
and new fall clothes! This
season, the looks are richer
and more fun to wear than
ever. Read on for my
Autumn brings crisp
breezes, dramatic foliage
same people will have pneu-
monia in two weeks.
warm weather. And those
Ladies, I've come back to
youbecause this past week-
end at the homecoming fes-
tivities, I saw too many peo-
ple being fooled by the
justbecause the temperature
has dropped doesn'tmean
thatyour fashion sense has
to.
hazy to cold and lazy. But
This past week, the weath-
er has gonefrom hot and
The fashion jfyperf
By CandraWhitley
Eva "the diva" Pigford said she began modeling at Clark Atlanta University, and models at A&T should
work hard because they may be famous one day as well.
The dice landed on Atlantis
first and the models began to
portray mermaids engaging the
audience in an angelic and peace-
ful scene. The models gave the
audience an up-close look at life
either land on Atlantis or Devil's
Cove.
"Fashionopoly." During this
Shift in Morals
In Hollywood's view,
Mr. Johansen sparked a
huge increase in movie pi-
rating around theworld by
posting his program on the
Internet.Mr. Johansendis-
putes this, arguing the
biggest film pirates mass
produce DVDs using the
same equipment the indus-
try uses, not his software
program.
be made easily. The music
industry initially took no
technological steps to pre-
vent copying from CDs.
When DVDs were intro-
duced in 1997, the film in-
dustryencrypted their con-
tent to try to avoid the
piracy then already begin-
ning to plague the music
business.
What You Need To Succeed
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He Helped the World
MakeDVDCopies;
Now He'sAfter iTunes
An Apple spokeswoman
declinedtocomment on Mr.
Johansen.
which devices they can be
played. And Mr. Johansen
says he may take a look at
the new version of iTunes,
which offers TV shows that
can be played on new
iPods-althougS he's not
too interested in trying to
defeat its anticopy technol-
ogyyet because he says the
shows' video resolution is
too low to look good on com-
puters orTVsets.
To others, he's a men-
ace. His programs
"spawned a whole new in-
dustry" of downloading pi-
rated movies, saysAndy Se-
Mr. Johansen may not
be a household name in
America. But he is lionized
bypeople who, like him, be-
lieve thatwhen they legally
buy digital entertainment
they should befree to use it
as they please; fans have
downloaded more than a
million copies of his free
software programs.
Jon Lech Johansen sayspeople should be able to use
legally bought digital entertainment however they like.
At the age of 15, Mr. Johansen
wrote a computer program that al-
lowed users to copy DVDs. Then he
posted it on the Internet. A Norwe-
gian private school awarded him a
prize for making an outstanding con-
tribution to society. The Norwegian
government indictedhim.
Yet this reclusive young Norwe-
gian is the man who may be the en-
tertainment industry's worst night-
mare. Mr. Johansen, Hollywood exec-
utives claim, has done more than al-
mostanyone in theworldto ignite the
explosion of movie piracy on the In-
ternet, costing them billions of dol-
lars inlost sales. He scoffs at that.
Jon
Lech Johansendropped out
of high school after just one
year. He lives alonemostof the
time, except when he stays
with his parents in his native
Norway. The 21-year-old does-
n't drive, rarely goes to parties and
says he has no close friends, except
his father. He spends about nine
hours a day in front of his computer
screen.
By Steve Stecklow
'DVD Jon'
Piracy of copyrighted entertain-
ment isn't new. For years, people
copied record albums onto cassette
tapes and traded them, a violationof
copyright law that was generally
overlooked because the quality of the
copies wasn'tgreat, But with the ad-
vent ofdigital entertainment on com-
pact discs and more powerful per-
sonalcomputers, perfect copies could
"I don't mind paying for good
products," he says. "But when I do
payI want to use those products the
wayI prefer."
tionsplaced on copyrightedonline en-
tertainment, known in the industry
as "digital rights management." He
describes himself as a defender of
consumer digitalrights, and says his
software tools are aimed at an indus-
try that is penalizing honest buyers
by, among other things, forcing them
to watch commercials orhaul around
theirDVDs when they travel instead
ofletting themcopy themto theirlap-
tops.
As for Mr. Johansen, he now says
he plans to move toa different juris-
diction with more job opportunities
and a better climate-southern Cali-
fornia. He hopes to take a job in the
computer industry. "Of course," he
says, "when I'm in the U.S., I will
takegreat care not tobreak any U.S.
law."
In June, Norway overhauled its
copyright law, making illegal the
posting of a program that defeats a
DVD's anti-copy protection technol-
ogy.
ing wrongwithit
Meanwhile, Hollywood and the
high-tech industry are now haggling
over the next generation of DVDs,
which they promise will have much
stronger anti-copy protection but pri-
vately concede will never be com-
pletely hacker-proof. Movie studios
also vow to address some of Mr. Jo-
hansen's complaints, offering con-
sumers new options like allowing
films to be copied onto hard drives
legally, but probably for a price.
To the dismay of the
film industry, piracy not
onlyhas mushroomed, but
has become morally ac-
ceptable to many-onestu-
dio says its internal re-
search shows that a major-
ity of Americans see noth-
He has since moved on. These
days he is targeting Apple Computer
Inc., repeatedly hacking thesoftware
that runs its popular, Internet-based
iTunes musicstore toremove restric-
tions on how many times legally
bought songs can be copied or on
Mr. Johansen, whom the local
press dubbed "DVD Jon," was tried
twice in Oslo incriminal proceedings
that featured testimony from Holly-
wood executives who maintainedhis
program had unleashed a tidal wave
of piracy. Supporters organized on
the Internet andprinted T-shirts and
ties emblazoned with Mr. Johansen's
software code; it even inspired a
haiku. A small group marched in
Oslo's May Day parade carrying a
sign that read, "Free DVD-Jon." Mr.
Johansenwas acquitted both times.
But Mr. Johansen vows to con-
tinue unlocking the digital restric-
For his part, Mr. Johansen says
he's no pirate and respects copy-
rights. People who usehis programs
for illegal purposes should be prose-
cuted, he says.Healso disapproves of
hackers who spread computer viruses
or break into corporate security sys-
tems.
Arecent studybyStudent Monitor
LLC, which tracks trends on college
campuses, found 67% ofundergradu-
ates are either "in favor" of down-
loading pirated music or movies, or
find it "acceptable because everyone
does it." And It's not just kids. The
headof one music label privately ad-
mits his father uses Mr. Johansen's
programto duplicaterentalDVDs "so
he doesn'thave to pay latecharges."
ing for News Corp.'s Fox
Group. "Our profitability has been
hurt." He also says Mr. Johansen's
acquittals "caused people tobegin to
believe thatitwas OK to ignore" DVD
copyrights.
D'oh!
GoArabic
Simpsons
muster
Prodded by animal-rights ac-
tivists, Britain's Ministryof Defense
is trying to find a synthetic fur good
enough to replace the raw material
used in the towering hatsof theBuck-
ingham Palace guards: pelts ofCana-
dianblack bears. Over the past three
decades, the ministry has foundarti-
ficial alternatives for army drum-
mers' leopard-skin hats and for the
beaver-furcaps wornby Royal Horse
Artillery. But science has yet to pro-
duce a faux-ursine coat that can
weather London's rain, withstand
tourist scrutiny and pass military
Odds & Ends
The FDA is concerned about the
useof these products by healthy con-
sumers, as opposed to, for example,
health-care providers and food-ser-
vice employees, where the benefits
may moreclearly outweigh therisks.
Some doctors have recommended
against the widespread use of an-
tibacterial products for years, argu-
ing that they can lead to the emer-
gence of bacteria that resist antibi-
otics.
In recently released documents,
the agency raised concerns about the
use of antibacterialsoaps, wipes and
washes, a class of products that in-
cludes everythingfromDial soaps to
Pfizer's Purell hand sanitizer. Manu-
facturers have introduced 253 an-
tibacterial products in the U.S. so far
this year. Last year, there were 322
new products, according toDatamon-
itor'sProductscan Online.
The Food and Drug Administra-
tion is questioning theuse ofpopular
antibacterialcleansers, whichcritics
saymaynot onlyprovide littlebenefit
for healthy consumers but could
carry environmental and public-
healthrisks.
About Cleansers
FDA Concerned
The policies promoting cage-free
eggs are the latest examples of how
animal-welfare issues have moved
into the mainstream. Lastyear, Cali-
fornia passed a law banning the
force-feeding of birds to create foie
gras; a numberofstateshave similar
bills on thetable.Severalrestaurants
around the country serve veal only
from calves raised In a less-confined
environment. Some food companies
are marketing their products as not
only more wholesome than conven-
tional fare, but also ethically supe-
rior.
cages. The move comes on the heels
of similarpledges fromretailers and
colleges around thecountry. In Janu-
ary, Whole Foods Market Inc., which
has 177stores nationwide,"began sell-
ing only eggs and foods that include
eggs from hens not raised in cages.
Wild Oats Markets Inc., with 80
stores, adopted a similar policy last
spring.
By Jay Hershey
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• How a young writer supplements
her modest income with a side ven-
ture.
• A dot-commer tells how he
recovered from the Internet bust
and an early-career detour.
It's getting easier tomakea polit-
ically correct omelette.
Food Service Gives
Chickens a Break
The pact between Yahoo andBell-
South is thelatestsign that theborder
between the Internet and telecom in-
dustries isfading. Theblurring of the
lines is a positive development for
consumers, who have seen prices of
broadbandservice fall as phone com-
panies have dropped fees for high-
speed Internet connections andcable
companies have offered faster con-
nectionsat no extra cost.
In a move thatsignals theincreas-
ing importance ofanimal-welfare is-
sues to thefood industry, Bon Appetit
Management Co., whichoperates 200
cafeterias in colleges and corporate
campuses, is expected to announce
soon that it will buy eggs only from
hens thathave not been confined in
A partnership between BellSouth
and Yahoo, for example, will offer
subscribers free services that aren't
available on Yahoo's regular portal:
unlimited digital-photo storage,
spamprotection, andnews and music
videos, for example, at no extra
charge. Verizon launched a similar
partnership with Yahoorecently. Ver-
izon also has a partnership with
MSN.
Web surfers have long focused on
speed and. price. But in the latest
roundofcompetition, telecomandIn-
ternet companies are joining forces
tooffer a broaderrange of services.
Moves Past Price
Marketing ofWeb
Essentially making the same bet
invideo that it didwithmusic, Apple
has wedded the new hardware to an
online store carrying video content.
Apple also reached an agreement
with Walt Disney Co. to sell each
episode of five popular TV shows on
the site for $1.99. The downloads in-
clude the current prime-time hits
"Desperate Housewives" and"Lost."
Apple's marketing power could help
spurthe saleofTV showsand movies
through the Internet, an opportunity
that has been delayed by Hollywood
studios' concerns about piracy of
their content.
In Apple Computer Inc.'s latest
foray into digital entertainment, the
company introduceda videoiPod that
can play music and audio books as
well as home movies, shortfilms, TV
shows and music videos downloaded
from the Internet. Apple plans to sell
two models of the device, priced at
$299 and $399, with the capacity to
storeas much as 150 hours ofvideo.
The Video iPod
AppleAnnounces
The agreement between GMand
the UAWunderlines a notable shift in
the labormovement, withunions in a
host of industriesfromairlinesto gro-
cery stores forced to make conces-
sions in order to salvage jobs and
benefits. The auto industry was long
viewed as one of the last bastions of
old-style union power, and theUAW's
acceptance of the proposed cuts
loudly signals the labor movement's
further decline.
GM's plan is justthelatestconvul-
sion of an industry in the throes of a
rapid transformation. Sales for U.S.
auto makers are being squeezed by
foreign rivals. That has exposed
many of the industry's deep struc-
tural problems, including high labor
costsandsoaring pension andhealth-
care expenses for hundreds of thou-
sands ofretirees.
The moves came as the world's
largest auto maker posted a third-
quarter lossof$1.63 billion, withsales
of trucks andsport-utility vehicles de-
teriorating.
General Motors said it will slash
health-care coverage for unionized
retirees, pushing the United Auto
Workers to make one of its biggest
concessions sincetheearly 1980s. GM
also said it would try to sell a big
stake in its lucrative financing busi-
ness.
InBlow to Labor
GMCuts Benefits
• What young women need to
know about networking to get
ahead.
Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online.
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602.
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But many Arabblogs and Internet
chat sessionshave become consumed
with how unfunny "Al Shamshoon"
is. "They've ruined it! Oh yes they
have, *sob*. ... Why? Why, why oh
why?!!!!" wrote a blogger, "Noors,"
from Oman.
MBC hopes "Al Shamshoon" will
be the first of many adaptations for
the growing Arab TV audience. Sup-
pliers of Arabic-dubbed Western car-
toons say demand had been sky-high
for years, withWalt Disney Co. dub-
bing countless animations. Now
broadcasters are looking for some-
thing new. "Theadvent of thesatellite
era in the Arab world has created-
and is stillcreating-new channelson
a continuous basis," says Sherine El-
Hakim, head ofArabic content atVSI
Ltd., a London-based company that
dubs and subtitles TV shows for
broadcasters and corporations.
The family remains, as the pro-
ducers describe them, "dysfunc-
tional."They still live in Springfield,
and "Omar" is still lazy and works at
the local nuclear power plant. Bart
(now called "Badr") is constantly
cheeky to his parents and teachers
and is always in trouble. Providing
the characters' voices are several
popular Egyptian actors, including
Mohamed Heneidy, considered the
RobertDe Niroof theMiddleEast.
An Arabized "Simpsons"-called
"Al Shamshoon"-made its debut in
the Arab world earlier this month, in
time forRamadan, a timeof high TV
viewership. It uses the original
"Simpsons" animation,but thevoices
are dubbed into Arabic and the
scripts have been adapted to make
theshowmore accessible, andaccept-
able, toArab audiences.
"Omar Shamshoon," as he is
calledon theshow, looks like thesame
Homer Simpson, but he has given up
beer and bacon, which are both
against Islam, and he no longer
hangs out at "seedy bars with bums
and lowlifes." In Arabia, Homer's
beer is soda, andhis hotdogs arebar-
bequed Egyptian beef sausages. And
the donut-shaped snacks he gobbles
are the traditional Arab cookies
calledkahk.
By Yasmine El-Rashidi
DUBAI, United Arab Emi-rates-When an Arab satel-lite TV network, MBC, de-cided -to introduce "TheSimpsons" to the Middle
East, theyknew the family
would have tomakesome fundamen-
tal lifestylechanges.
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memorable moment once again see-
ing them in the flesh. Even though
they are the "New" Panthers, it still
felt like somewhat ofa '70s time
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(among many) included Hurricane
Katrina - howhelp is still needed
for the survivors and they can't be
community, but another issue
Economic development of course
was stressed, since that tends to be
a big problem area within the Black
attending the event.
that I was already aware ofprior to
club secretary, there were many
issues discussed, problems
addressed, and solutions proposed
warp.
am, in addition to being history
Because of the type of person I
The song as a whole was so
interesting, and he even ffeestyled a
The chorus is, "If I was presi-
dent/ I'dget elected on Friday /
Assassinated on Saturday / Buried
on Sunday / If I was president..."
become president of the U.S
interesting look into whatwould
happen ifnot just a Black man, but
a conscious Black man, were to
He performed a song of his
called "If I Was President," an
Farrakhan
But the man is definitely it. I'd
actually even say that he probably
had the most attention and,partici-
pation from the audience of all of
the performers and speakers, maybe
with the exception of Minister
justsay wow.
Of the entire day's speeches and
individuals, hewas unquestionably
my favorite. And before this event,
I had never really gotten too into
ol' Wyclef.
tude of "you can't do anything with
Black folks ('cause trouble is bound
to happen)," you can. And we as
college students shouldbe able to
run with that, in the sense ofbring-
that, contrary to the popular atti-
club advisor, gave us some serious
words of truth after we boarded the
bus to head back for Greensboro.
He said that this event showed us
the trip and also our new history
Bryon Turman, a chaperone of
more
mm mmo. what Eise Does antbodymt>k> \miv.?s
history.books.
them having to rely solely on the
beside me decades from now as we
share this storywith our individual
kids and grandkids, instead of
with me will be able to be right
Hours ofmy life I'll never for-
get. One of my best friends I was
so happy could attend the event
hours upon hours.
e than a million did it for
people can be among each other
for 10minutes without conflict;
weren'tentirely sure we could get a
bus supported by A&T to D.C. for
this event, andwe did. People are
quick to say that not even 10 Black
phrase "anything is possible." We
I'm holding those words as
gold...because I have definitely seen
with my own eyes these past few
weeks evidence of the popular
agement to get it done
Movement as part of our encour-
to the campus, having the
educational, and motivating events
ing more positive, empowering,
few verses.
Another individual who spoke
was arepresentative of the Blood
gang, which I'm sure surprised
many people. He didn't receive
much love from the audience, and
it's a bit understandable because
gangrivalry is a big element when
addressing Black-on-Black deaths in
this country, but I knowI was clap-
ping just because of his presence -
to even take the time out to attend
something like this definitely said
something. Now, ifhe could just
carry the positive energy back to his
"brothers," something else will have
been accomplished. -I again saw him later, alongwith additional Blood gang mem-bers, and mygood feeling that they
even showed up...and that NOTH-
ING negative happened in the
event involving either them or any-
one else the ENTIRE DAY, main-
tained
And while we are mentioning
groups, I definitely can'tneglect to
mention the New Black Panther
(when Dr. Shabazz came to speak
last year for the history club's Black
Party - a group who's presence youjust can't ignore and definitely
won't forget. Wow...even though
I've been around thembefore
writer will cry n
was beyond packed
there weren't too many people out
there yet, but as the day went on,
thousands more people arrived, to
the point where the entire place
was some time after 5 a.m., so
Whenwe arrived at the Mall, it
positive energy radiating from vari-
ous attendees, including my fellow
Aggies, was unavoidable. The spirit
of love, peace, and mutual under-
standing was very much alive.
The tripwas nothing less than
successful and the event as a whole,
undoubtedly unforgettable. The
Washington, D.C, could do just
that.
A&T so that whichever A&T stu-
dent desired to attend the Millions
More Movement on Oct. 15 in
Breckenridge and history club presi-
dentAutumn Banks worked persist-
ently to get a bus supported by
Not to mention, music artists,
including Erykah Badu and Wyclef.
Jackson, and a plethora of others.
voices of our community - Minister
Farrakhan, Rev. Sharpton, Jesse
And aside from the audience',
the speakers included the usual
instead. Itwas beautiful
We couldn't do anything but
smile and nod, to which they gave
us much love and respect for our
decision to attend this event
end???"
isn't this your homecoming week
their first questionwas, "Wait
ECU spotted out us Aggies and
UNC-Chapel Hill together packed
another; students of WSSU and
And ofcourse, we - the college
generations - were definitely-pres-
ent. I was told that NCCU came
in a packed bus, NC State and
Just as I had presumed, so many
ages were there - children as youngas 1 and 2...all the way to the 60-,
70-, and 80-somethin' crowdj.
we weren t
re it could he
ne, but it was.
rticularly sophc
ore class presi-
:nt Leo
moreAfter last weekend, this
By Kassidy Johnson
News Editor
Brother Louis Farrakhan made
valid points. But Brother
Farrakhan is also' in his sixties.
Words of wisdom come from those
that can speak the truth. However,
sometimes that wisdom doesn't
always express itself in the best fash-
the Union. He didn't want to sign
it dummies, he had to sign it.
I am pro-
black. A
fighter of
the
masses. I
the silent
leader for
oppressed, a
author and was one of the closest
friends to Rev. King. But where are
you? Please God, tell me when did
my parent's generation become the
BUPPIES that they are now? Dr.
Ralph Abernathy, where are you?
Yes, you are an accomplished
When did we forget that once you
step up, you reach back down and
pull someone else up? When did
Hell, what's one nigger above the
glass ceiling really going to do?
supreme in this country
tice and inequality that reign
that there aren't enough of us who
are willing to fight the social injus-
because I know of the journey that
lies before us. I am crying because I
can see the journey that lies before
me. I am sobbing because I know
tired of fighting. I am crying
because I know that some ofus are
I am crying now. I am crying
star]
mother's eyes. Your mother's eyes
Washington D.C, I could at least
begin to understand the struggle I
see in my mother's eyes and her
thought that by attending the
Millions More Movement in
cause a better day was 'gon come.
Lord knows I have listened to tapes
of Brother Malcolm and the Rev.
Dr. Heard the pain in their voice
as they expressed what needed to
be done for my people to evolve. I
bring my people back to the glory
days ofKush. To the days when
black men and black women could
hold their head up high with pride
strive to
wannabe actors and entertainers.
Everybody wants to be a hip-hop
on a rampage on how we, my gener-
ation, are the leaders of tomorrow.
Are we? If so, tomorrow is looking
grim for us ladies and gentleman
because my generation is full of
minute tirade, Erykah Badu went
Minutes before Louis Farrakhan
approached the stage for his 75
The one thing that they didn't
tell me was how. Words ofwisdom
come from those that can speak the
truth. However, sometimes that
wisdom doesn't always express itself
in the best fashion.
how?
happen to fight this case and that
cause. Release the political prison-
ers of Haiti. Fight for reparations.
Fight the Bush administration. But
speaker tell me what needed to
But the movement didn't move
me. I listened to speaker after
Malcolm, I hearyou. Iwill notcry
only thing that can save this coun-
try," said Malcolm X. Brother
"It is a time for martyrs now, and
if I am to be one, it will be for the
cause of brotherhood. That's the
1970and 1980 that could be con-
sidered progressive? Whyare my
"leaders" being sued for palimony,
striving for? What happened in
So why is it that none have fol-
lowed suit to accomplish the ideals
that Martin and Malcolm were
them. They heard the message
continue to remain anonymous
What I do know is that our sup-
posed leaders of today heard them,
marched with them, believed in
I didn't have the opportunity to
hearMalcolm or Martin speak. I
wasn't even thought of when both
were gunned downby assassins that
We have no morals. We have no
ideals. We don't fight to have our
own. We're fighting to conform.
We are living in a system that we
didn't invent and a system where
we don't know all of the laws. A
system where they change the laws
because they feel like it, because
they want to, because they can.
because we have no conscience.
right? Hip hop sucks because of
me? No brother, hip-hop sucks
I saw a shirt this past weekend at
A&T's homecoming. It read "hip-
hop sucks because ofyou." Is that shouldbe free anyway; to preserve
Proclamation was signed by the gay
president who didn't think we
after the Emancipation
there. Don't let C-SPAN fool you.
Young people, my age fighting to be
free one hundred and forty years
Every day I pray that a progres-
sive black leader comes forward to
do whatBrother Malcolm and Rev.
Dr. King began to do. And I see
the foundation of it in my brothers
and sisters. I saw it at the Millions
More Movement. There weren't a
million of us, but we were out
we cease?
wearing gold chains and appearing
in videos next to big-bosomed vix-
ens?
even gave a couple ofus a few cush
iony jobs above the glass ceiling.
So they gave us a little change,
they gave us the right to vote. And
Malcolm was taken away from us.
Then we saw a little more change,
they let us go to their schools. And
Martinwas taken from us. And we
ceased. They let us work as their
secretaries in their boardrooms and
change
We wouldnot cease until we saw
Kennedy and Johnson administra-
tions that blacks meant business.
Eatonville, Fla., to show the
Sacramento, Calif., to Dover, Del.,
from Milwaukee, Wis., to
needed to get blacks from
March on Washington. Whatfor?
Word of mouth was all that was
In 1960, there was an outline of
what needed to be done and we fol-
lowed it albeit in silent protest or
militant stand-outs. There was no
need for Martin to advertise his
anymore
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by running back Rodney Roy at
the start of the second quarter, to
put the Hornets in position for a
field goal. Peter Gaertner kicked
a 32-yard field goal to increase
the lead 17-0 over the Aggies
"It didn't surprise
me that they threw
the ball so much in
the first quarter; they
have a big-play reciev-
er, so Ikind of
expected that," said
George Small, A&T
head coach.
PHOTO BY MIKE MCCRAY
Aggie running back Brandon Sweeney (left) attempts to escape Delaware State defenders. The Aggies'
rushing game was not as effective as it has been all season with only 79 yards on the day.
A fumble by the Hornets'
Deon Rheubottom after a punt
gave the Aggies a shot at putting
some points on the board.
Again, they struggled and could
not make a play to get them
down the field,
Aggie cornerback Terry
Braxton intercepted a pass by
Winton on the A&T 36-yard-line
putting the offense back on the
field. The Aggies did not score
until the possession following the
The Aggie defense spent a lot
of time on the field as the
Hornets ran he ball unconscious-
ly.
turnover.
Watkins came out throwing the
ball more effectively as he con-
nected with Chaz Dawson for 26
yards to the 50-yardline. This was
only their second first down of
the game. Sweeney rushed for a
7-yard gain, and the Aggies later
were penalized for a holding,
which left them at second-and-
thirteen on the 47-yardline.
Senior Doug Brown caught a
pass from Watkins for 53-yards
and the first touchdown ofthe
game; Joseph Arroyo's extra-point
attempt was good to stab into the
Hornets' lead 17-7.
The Aggies will face the Bison
of Howard University- for their
homecoming on Oct. 22 in
Washington, D.C.
Winton completed six passes
on 16attempts, one interception
and two touchdown passes to
McBride.
and we didn't get that consistan-
cy this week."
"Last week we executed with 40
points on the board; this weekwe
didn't execute," Small said. "You
expect more from your seniors
Watkins ended the game with
208 yards on 29 attempts, 14
completions, one interception
and a touchdown.
they have a better knowledge of
zone blocking," said Al Lavan,
DSU head coach. "We had to
move the ball on the ground...
period."
DSU's next drive after the
turnover led to a series ofcarries
The Aggie offense struggled on
the field in the first quarter.
Brandon Sweeney's longest rush
was for seven yards and compiled
short gains on the rest of his car-
ries. A&T punted on every drive
except for one. OrrickWatkins
pass was intercepted and
Kenny Kern
returned 20 yards by the Hornets'
The Hornets' offense seemed
to have a hard time with the
Aggie defense as their special
teams came out on the field to
punt on fourth-and-nine. Punter
Erik Contos completed a pass to
linebacker JarrodWallace for 27
yards on a fake that left the
Aggies and the fans distraught
after a near stop.
The dynamic duo ofWinton
and McBride later connected
again on a 21-yard touchdown
pass that capped offa six play 48-
yard drive to give the Hornets a
14-0 lead with 3:10 left to play in
the first quarter.
"It didn't surprise me that they
threw the ball so much in the
first quarter; they have a big-play
reciever, so I kind ofexpected
that," said George Small, A&T
head coach.
Delaware State defeated the
Aggies 23-13 on homecoming in
front of 22,317 fans Oct. . 15 at
Aggie Stadium.
The Aggies (3-4, 2-2 MEAC)
had numerous chances to cut
into the Hornets' lead, but came
up short as the Hornets' defense
didnot allow many conversions
for the Aggies.
The Aggies had the first drive
ofthe game, holding the ball for
only 1:26 for three plays offive
yards and were forced to punt the
ball. Both teams exchanged
drives before the Hornets (4-3, 3-
1 MEAC) struck first, gaining
excellent field position during
the first quarter; Vashon Winton
connected with Shaheer McBride
on a 38-yard touchdown pass for
a 7-0 lead. .
"Our backs have shown that
As frustrating as this drivewas
for the Aggies, the fans felt the
game coming to a disappointing
end as well. A&T had other pos-
sessions that showed a valiant
effort to put points on the board,
but came up short. A series of
sacks to Watkins for losses of sig-
nificant yardage put the Aggies at
even more of a disadvantage.
On the Hornets' next posses-
sion, they rushed the ball fifteen
times, passed once and scored on
a 23-yard field goal from
Gaertner (a 75- yard drive in 17
plays). They started their drive
with 12:29left on the clock and
kept the Aggies' defense on the
field for 10:35, leaving them with
only 1:47 to play. Ultimately, this
would result in the end of the
game and a spoiled homecoming
for the Aggies.
responded by stopping him from
scoring,
"It's tough when we're out
there trying to make stops," said
Rickie Lewis, A&T defensive
end.
Running back Billy Henderson
Winton could not get anything
going as he threw for only three
yards, and the Hornets managed
to put themselves in good posi-
tion for a field goal. Gaertner's
39-yard field goal attempt was
good for a 13-pointlead to end
the half. The Hornets kept the
Aggies on the field for 11 plays,
59 yards and 4:30.
Arroyo's field goal attempt failed,
The start ofthe third quarter
spurred a couple ofAggie drives
that showed some upside, but no
conversions to complement the
well-play. Marshall Glenn lined
up at wide receiver several times
on the field. He came in at quar-
terback to replace Watkins and
teamed up with Dawson for 34-
yard touchdown in. one play.
rushed for two first downs in
three plays for a total of 30 yards.
Roy gained significant yardage in
his three carries in the drive as
well.
and the Aggies pinched the lead,
now only down 20-13.
The Aggie defense stopped the
Hornets once again on their fol-
lowing possession mounting a
hopeful comeback. A&T started
their next drive on the Hornets'
44-yardline with a 9-yard pass
completed to Brandon Trusty
from Watkins. Sweeney rushed
the ball for 25 yards and a first
down, his longestcarry of the
day.
would go with fullback Trey
At first-and-goal, the Aggies
had one broken up play and a
complete pass to Curtis Walls,
which left them with only two
yards to the end zone. Sweeney's
attempt was stopped just short at
the one. TheAggies usually
Green, but he was out with an
injury. Chaz Truesdale is consid-
ered more of a power runner'
than Sweeney, so the Aggies went
with him; the Hornets defense
White Sox reach World Series after 56 year drought
Hornets sting Aggies on homecoming
GRAPHIC BELOW BY MICHAEL V. STANLEY
il
First-base umpire Randy Marsh
called Pierzynski out on the tag
even though Escobar never put
the ball in his glove. The White
Sox immediately protested. The
The White
Sox rallied for
the go-ahead
run with two
outs in the top
of the eighth.
Kelvim Escobar
had struck out
the first two
batters ofthe
inning before
Aaron Rowand
drew a full-
count walk.
Up came
Pierzynski, who
had been a
: : , . , , I lightning rod
PHOTO BY CHARLES CHERNEY/CHICAGOTRIBUNE for controversy
Chicago White Sox's Paul Konerko all series.
watches his ball go out of the park for Remember, he
a three-run home-run in the first was tne guy
inning of Game 4 of the American who reacried
League Championship Series. first base on the
third strike that
umpires ruled had been trapped
by catcher Josh Paul with two
outs and the score tied in the
ninth inning of Game 2. The
White Sox went on to win that
game moments later on a hit by
Crede
With Rowand on first,
Pierzynski hit a ball back at
Escobar. The ball caromed off
the pitcher and rolled toward the
first-base line. Escobar picked up
the ball with his bare hand and
tagged Pierzynski with his glove
hand.
The Angels fought back from a
2-1 deficit to go ahead, 3-2, in
the fifth.
Their lead disappeared in the
seventh, when Crede led off with
a solo homer against Escobar.
Crede put the Sox ahead the
next inning, and now it's off to
the World Series for the first
time in 46 years
The White Sox might have
talked a little pigskin, but they
were completely focused on base-
ball. And as for their lead in the
series? Well, no one was counting
the pennant before it had been
sewn.
we set out to do."
"I don't think anyone is com-
placent because we haven't done
anything yet," Konerko said. "Our
goal is to win the whole thing.
It's not like winning this series is
going to accomplish everything
"Everybody in the clubhouse is
talking about fantasy football like
a normal Sunday," Konerko said
before the game.
The White Sox added two
insurance runs in the ninth, one
on Konerko's double, the other
on Rowand's sacrifice fly.
Despite the obvious excitement
of being so close to baseball's ulti-
mate event, the Sox approached
Game 5 as if it were just another
day at the ballpark.
umpires convened and reversed
Marsh's initial call. Scioscia
argued, but replays showed that
the umpires were right.
Up came Creole, who worked
the count full, then delivered the
decisiveRBI single into shallow
center field.
IIIIff
catcher A.J. Pierzynski was
involved in another controversial
play that left the umpires hud-
dling to review a call.
The umpires, who felt the glare
of criticism the entire series, got
the call right in the top of the
eighth inning. White Sox third
baseman Joe Crede, a hitting star
all series, then came up and
broke a 3-3 tiewith a single up
the middle offvaunted Angels
closer Francisco Rodriguez.
Earlier in the game, Crede had
tied the score at 3 with a solo
home run
and they deserve to go on."
"You have to give the White
Sox credit," Angels manager Mike
Scioscia said. 'They played a ter-
rific series. They outplayed us
The White Sox lost Game 1 of
the series, then came back to win
four straight, all with complete-
game pitching performances.
White Sox pitchers held the
Angels to a .175 batting average.
"Whenyou get pitching like
that, it's tough to lose," said
White Sox first baseman Paul
Konerko, whose seven RBIs in
five games earned him the series
MVP award.
The Sox will host Game 1 of
the World Series on Saturday
night against either Houston or
St. Louis. It will be the first
World Series game played in
Chicago since 1959, when the
White Sox lost to the Los
Angeles Dodgers.
The Cubs, who have long
owned the city's heart, last went
to the World Series in 1945. No
Chicago team has won the Series
since the White Sox in 1917.
These White Sox certainly have
the pitching to get the job done
Sunday night's clincher had a
familiar look to it. Jose Contreras
pitched a complete game, and
ANAHEIM, Calif. - Are youready, Chicago? The World Series
is finally coming your way again.
Long the uglybaseball
stepchild in their own city, the
Chicago White Sox won the
American League pennant with a
6-3 victory over the Los Angeles
Angels in Game 5 of the AL
ChampionshipSeries Sunday
Oct. 15
nil
The A&T volleyball team trav-
eled to Maryland with a 8-11
Maryland Eastern Shore was
overall record, 3-1 in conference.
After the MEAC roundup on the
campus of the University of
over, they had a 14-11 record; 9-1
in MEAC. The tournament was
held on Oct. 13-16.
A&T's push to go over the
500 mark came against
Hampton University on Friday,
which was the first ofsix teams
the Aggies faced during the week-
end. Just like the recent football
game against Hampton, the
Pirates-Aggies volleyball matchup
was televised live on ESPNU.
The Aggies tookadvantage of
the television coverage and came
out victorius, with a 3-2 win over
the Pirates on Oct. 13. Darlene
Mitchell and Krystal Cooper led
the Aggies with 18 kills a piece.
Lauren Walker also stepped up
big for the Aggies with 30 digs.
Cooper and Brenden Chatman
contributed with service aces.
A&Ts nextvictim in the win
State University on Oct. 14.
column came against Morgan
A&T beat them 3-2. Ashley
Marsh provided a strong defen-
sive effortwith 17 kills. Ebony
Turner provided three service
aces. The Aggies won these first
two games without top hitter
Arlene Mitchell, who sat out
with an ankle injury.
"Definetly good to win in con-
ference; without having Arlene,
it really wasn't that bad," said
Millicent Sylvan, A&T head
coach
Sylvan said that the team had
The University of Maryland
Eastern Shore had the home
court advantage in the next
game,but the Aggies showed
they had the power with a 3-0
win. Cooper started for the
Aggies with four service aces,
and Walker led the defensive
effort with 17 aces.
Cooper provided six service aces
in a 3-1 victory. Mitchell came
up with 18kills, and Walker had
13 digs.
With an undefeated record so
far in the roundup, the Aggies
faced Howard University.
aces over six games
racked up 79 kills for an average
3.29. Mitchell also had 18 service
The Aggies had a very succes-
ful weekend and bettered their
overall record oflast year by four
wins. Chatman had an average of
9.58 assists overall during the
roundup. Mitchell averaged 3.92
kills per game, while Cooper
Delaware State University was
next up for the Aggies. The
Aggies defeated them with a 3-1
win in less thantwo hours.
Cooper provided two service aces
and had a double-double with 15
kills and 14 digs. Walker put up
23 digs.
That did not stop the Aggies
in their third game ofthe week-
end against Coppin State
University. The Aggies shut out
the Eagles 3-0 on Oct. 14.
Darlene Mitchell again showed
her strength, providing a double-
double, 13 kills and 11 digs.
Chatman led the Aggies with 16
digs. The Aggies came together
in a team effort to put up 11
blocks.
to make some major adjustments
while Arlene Mitchell was out.
Place: NCB A 328G
The A&T Register Newsroom
Call: 336-334-7700 or 919-673-3461
E-mail: mvstanleshotmail.com
Delaware State win 28-13 overA&T > »•:
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